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Abstract—From the user’s point-of-view, current graphics systems have a limited modularity of rendering pipelines. Users cannot assemble a custom rendering algorithm. In this paper, we propose a modular component based rendering pipeline with concepts of visual programming.

We briefly define a general module-based architecture for visual programming in graphics systems focusing on rendering pipelines. We suggest improvements by a definition of new connection link types, which reduce the complexity of the modular scheme representing a particular rendering algorithm. Furthermore, we extend the existing logic of the scene by defining the rendering process as a scene element. We discuss the advantages and disadvantages of our approach, and state particular fields worthy of application.

Presented ideas are the results of our analysis. The respective prototype application is still in development.

I. INTRODUCTION

Many modern graphics systems offer possibilities for modeling, animation and rendering. Some of them are designed to excel only on a particular field, for example a specialized modeler [1]. Other systems aim to be a versatile for many scenarios [2].

Either way, with the goal of creativity, the asset of every application can be measured by the potential of the user interface or the flexibility and extensibility of the package by additional programming.

Based on our best knowledge, there is no user-oriented graphic system that would allow roughly the same level of customization for rendering as it provides for modeling or animation. Many applications have in-house developed modular and object-oriented architectures, but still use a simple hard-coded or a pluggable renderer. The latter can only be parameterized by the user (e.g. set-up of image resolution, accuracy, memory-usage, etc.), but cannot be assembled by the user using relatively primitive components within the application.

Usually, neither can it be done by the programmer, because the renderer’s API often allows only custom shader implementations with given restrictions (e.g. 3d graphics). We consider such renderers as fixed or closed.

The major factor that contributed to the current unsatisfying state of high-end rendering pipelines, besides the proprietary code, is the vast demand for fast photorealistic or perception based rendering. This leads to improvement of well-tried methods and to specialized research in this area, but only to a poor diversity. Mastering photorealism is definitely a big milestone for the computer graphics industry, but the possibilities of other useful and contributive visualization methods are immense.

We think of the fixed and closed pipelines as of a limitation for the creative artistic expression and workflow. Besides that, every user is hindered in the process of learning the actual functionality behind the rendering algorithms, because the renderers are often monolithic.

Within the scope of this paper, we outline the concept of a modular rendering pipeline that could be altered by the user in an intuitive and friendly way, based on the concept of visual programming. Although we can find this idea in various specialized graphics applications (such as image and video processing [3]; see Figure 1) or parts of larger graphics systems (e.g. material definition, animation and procedural modeling), the currently handled domain is only a semantically limited set of data flows and relations. Designing an arbitrary rendering pipeline ranging from simple line drawing, through scientific visualization to experimental physically correct illumination, in a comprehensible user-editable visual scheme, is far more challenging.

Fig. 1. Our previous implementation of user-editable image processing dataflow. We suggest the visual programming paradigm for using in any rendering pipeline of any complexity.

The term modular visualization environment (MVE) de-
scribes largely the topic we are discussing, but MVE is usually used with scientific visualization and almost never with photorealistic rendering or any other consumer-oriented rendering. Further, recent works [4], [5] refer to the term "component-based rendering", which describes selective integration or computing of components of lightning models during shading and light propagation. In our work, we are using the term modular or component-based rendering pipeline, because the rendering pipeline is decomposed to components and can be reassembled by the user.

This paper is divided as follows. In the next section II we present previous work done in the area. In section III we present a model of general module-based architecture. In section IV we discuss some aspects of the module-based rendering pipeline. In section V we present further applications of user-editable rendering pipelines. In section VI we conclude and in section VII we describe the possible future work.

II. PREVIOUS WORK

A simple modeling, animation and rendering system was developed by [6]. It is based only on a set of transforming filters connected through pipes in UNIX. Although minimalistic, the user has uniform control possibilities through the whole system.

Extensive research work motivated by the problem of fixed rendering pipelines was conducted in the previous decade [7]. With the advent of object-oriented programming as mainstream application development method, this paradigm was applied to complex photorealistic rendering [8], [9], [10]. Although the advantages and necessity of an open rendering systems is clearly stated [11], besides the coding no user interaction, is considered.

Visualization Toolkit (VTK) [12] is a well known example of scientific visualization library but it does not support visual programming. An object-oriented GUI was developed for this library, but the toolkit was not suitable for on-the-fly editing [13]. An interesting system based on VTK with interactive optimization of rendering parameters was developed by [14].

IRIS Explorer is a modular scientific visualization environment [15] with visual programming concept. It enables the user to interactively place and connect modules. This system is close to our idea. [16] developed a system as an educational environment for graphics lessons based on IRIS Explorer, which consisted of examples how to modify rendering pipelines. The author states the limitation of the base system, like unidirectional dataflow, slow speed caused by small data batch processing and also non-trivial costs for the proprietary software.

Lighting Networks developed by [17] were supported by a visual programming user interface. Modules were distinguished as global (light propagators) and local (operators). The system is considered as a designing tool for lighting algorithms, but does not cover a general pipeline.

III. MODULE-BASED ARCHITECTURE

The majority of today’s complex business and scientific processes are usually described by some graph based repre-
a module based fashion, otherwise the resulting system would
not be much simpler compared to the actual implementation
(source code) and performance issues would arise.

Second, modules must be sophisticated enough to provide
complex high-level functionality. So users can focus on solving
tasks and prototyping, rather than wasting time while building
systems from low-level, elementary components.

Therefore we define a module by specifying its operation
(function) and necessary input and output ports similar to [18],
see Figure 2.

Ports serve as connections endpoints for the connection
links and define allowed/supported communication protocols
(interfaces). Complex modules usually contain a number of
input and output ports, therefore we suggest the user interface
for editing modular schemes should be able to show or hide
ports if necessary.

C. Connection Link Description

The overall communication is set along connection links.
Each link simply defines a connection between an output
and input port and thus represents an association between
respective components. Again, simple and complex scenarios
require different types of connection links. Therefore we define
the following three basic categories.

Data-flow Connection Links

This category represents the majority of connection links.
Given a common protocol a data-flow connection link simply
transfers streams of data from the output to the input port.
Moreover some particular types of a data-flow connection links
can further implement data compression, encryption or similar
operations.

Query Connection Links

In more sophisticated, high-level scenarios the previous type
of connection links is insufficient. This occurs when modules
need to establish a more complex, usually asynchronous,
communication instead of a simple data transition/transfer. In
such scenarios the “client” module first queries the “server”
module for allowed protocols and then requests any necessary
information using a supported protocol.

Template Links

Sometimes it is desired to quickly prototype a scheme by
simply substituting a particular module with a different one.
This can be easily achieved by duplicating the scheme and
directly replacing the module. However introducing template
links can produce more reusable architecture. Instead of di-
rectly replacing modules inside copies of schemes, we create
only one “template” scheme with “template” input ports. Now
we can use the “template scheme module” and connect it
with the desired modules, which are used to replace the
functionality of placeholder modules found in the scheme
inside the module. Placeholder modules serve as helpers while
designing the scheme, when the functionality is not known
yet. This approach further hides the internal functionality of
the “template scheme” and provides another level of “meta-
parameterization” and thus better comprehension.

As a better visualization of this concept consider the follow-
ing figure. It depicts the definition and usage of a high-
level template scheme called “my irradiance sampler”, see
Figure 3. The “square sampler” represents a template input
port responsible for delivering and instancing the placeholder
module “square sampler” from outside the scheme definition.

Fig. 3. Example definition of a template scheme “my irradiance sampler”
and its application within a superior scheme.

IV. MODULE-BASED RENDERING PIPELINE

Although the leading 3D production tools have a highly
modular architecture it is usually extensible only writing new
scripts or plug-ins. Developers can benefit from their high-
quality object-oriented API. However, only a few of them (e.g.
Maya, Softimage) really expose this rich collection of features
to artists in clear and comprehensible visual form. However
mostly this applies only to modeling, shading and animation.
(e.g. Hypergraph in Maya). Although highly parameterized,
the rendering subsystem still suffers from the closed and
monolithic pipeline. Therefore artists are restricted to the
typical workflow of modeling, animation, shading, lighting and
first rendering. To point out the key problems imagine the following example.

Suppose we want to render a simple scene where the camera is approaching a person watching a movie on a television. The closer the camera is to the television the more details can we see. Using a static rendering pipeline we can usually achieve this effect only by rendering the movie first, save it to disk and then use it as a texture in a second scene, containing the television, which is to be rendered separately. The obvious problem is that we had to choose a fixed resolution when rendering the movie. However this is inefficient in our example scene, since in the beginning the camera is far from the television and thus in the final render the screen represents only a few pixels. On the other side, as the camera approaches, the screen covers most of the space in the rendered image. If we use only a low resolution for rendering the movie, we will experience aliasing artifacts.

Imagine we could render the scene and the movie in the television at once, using a single rendering pipeline, which would replace the two previous rendering passes of an obviously less flexible renderer. Therefore in each frame of the final render we can adaptively choose the resolution for rendering the movie. Furthermore, assuming the use of ray-tracing algorithms the "movie renderer" can shoot rays only for pixels used in the final image. Such approach considerably reduces the computation cost while provides better quality.

![Figure 4](image.png)

**Fig. 4.** A schematic comparison of fixed and open rendering pipelines in a complex rendering scenario. Top: Multiple passes of a fixed pipeline. Bottom: Single modular scheme of a user-editable rendering pipeline.

In general this strategy can simply combine various rendering styles within one scene and thus reduce the final post-processing or even redundant rendering. The idea of open and modular rendering pipeline is briefly depicted in Figure 4.

Applying the proposed module based architecture to the rendering pipeline can further decompose the monolithic kernel into independent modules and thus significantly speed up prototyping of special rendering and post-production effects. Further we are not restricted in connecting modules only from one domain, i.e. we can combine animation and rendering and construct a new "animated" rendering pipeline.

The implicit decomposition of the algorithms to modules asynchronously communicating along well-defined connections makes the implementation in parallel environments using specialized hardware (e.g. programmable graphics cards) more straightforward. This is possible without changing the existing structure of the designed graphics process.

Standard parallelism is also possible through flow control [19] or by distributed queries [5]. Such modularity will naturally lead to several performance drawbacks. We estimate an efficient implementation in C# and .NET framework will not reveal more than 20-25% slowdown comparing to a fixed monolithic implementation. This might seem first too disappointing, however parallel architectures can greatly increase the speed of the overall process. It is therefore upon the particular implementation to choose the right level of modularity and thus properly control the tradeoff between flexibility and performance. Notice, that similar parallel approaches have been proposed using component-based rendering [5] and lighting networks [19].

Another important aspect emerging from the modular structure is the ability of dynamic modifications and real-time debugging. Users can simply attach several inspecting modules and monitor performance or other indicators.

We must also consider the amount of effort invested when learning to work with such modular system. A number of contemporary applications implement their functionality in a modular fashion and expose it to the user. Therefore we believe that the average user is already familiar with some modular architecture and will not have difficulties to use and build upon a system as the one we propose.

Finally we suggest the system to be freely obtainable by a relevant scientific and artistic community. This would quickly speed up the development, deployment and assure active maintenance.

V. APPLICATIONS

The proposed system is designed in a way it minimizes the drawbacks we identified while examining fixed rendering pipelines, enabling the system to be applied in various areas. We will discuss some of them in the following sections.

A. Algorithm prototyping and development

The design of new algorithms is achieved by reconnecting, modifying, appending or removing components from an existing scheme. In cases where modification of the scheme is not sufficient (e.g. interfacing with an external system is needed) users can explicitly implement their own components and own types of connections. There are no constrains neither on the number nor on the types of components or connections. The reuse of existing modules suggests itself and only minimal coding is necessary. This approach requires a rich library of modules containing useful and well-known algorithms.
Considering the amount of required source code, the length of the implementation should be comparable with the length of implementation in any other, well-designed system with rich programming interface.

Additional coding overhead is caused a) by providing connections enabling the new component to connect and to interact with the rest of the system, and b) by conforming to the component-oriented implementation, which may require the modification of the original algorithm.

We advise to generalize all programs to an abstract form and to use as few constrains as possible. For example relativistic rendering like in [20] should be possible in the system with roughly the same modules as in a standard 3D renderer.

Sharing existing schemes amongst researchers and developers is essential of fast prototyping. In such case, implementation time of improved methods is reduced. Benchmarks and testbeds can be standardized using the system as a framework for these tasks.

The editable modular pipeline can prove itself to be useful in developing of perception-based rendering, like the one designed by [4], especially in an interactive form.

B. Debugging

To make the most of the architecture, we propose the debugging tools to be implemented as components attachable to any other component in the scheme. They primary use is to provide data-type-aware analysis and visualization capabilities for communicated data, inter-component queries and data extracted from other components via debug queries.

With their help the user can, for example, evaluate the system’s functionality when using different key components and understand its behavior in terms like memory requirements or processing time. Recording and “replaying” of state changes and data flow of the rendering pipeline, similar to [21], can be also implemented. The debugging feature can speed up algorithm prototyping.

C. Learning

It is possible to utilize the proposed system as a teaching tool. Students will be able to inspect the effects of individual components and gain better understanding of their particular roles in the rendering process. The system’s potential can be further improved with the integration of debugging tools into this process.

There are various works on this topic [16], [22] that state the advantages of a pipeline-centric learning process for students in basic graphics courses.

Actually, every user can reverse engineer the process and analyze the functionality of the rendering pipeline in one’s own individual way.

D. Art and production

Our main concerns are about the artistic limitation in current architectures. Renderers are designed by researchers and programmers, not by artist. However some feedback from the artists is always present.

The open component-based architecture enables the creation and use of rendering pipelines that lack prior logic or exact purpose. This characteristic is justified by the process of exploration the space of all the possible pipelines, as this can lead to revelation of new and qualitatively different output. There must be also given freedom to artists to fully express their creativity and unique style. The computer art subculture, like video jockeys or the demo scene, often utilizes custom or self-made rendering software with astonishing results.

Inspiring is the work of [23]. The user is provided with a sketchpad for non-photorealistic rendering styles. The system allows the user to select scene, image and stroke modifiers that are stacked on previous results. Instead of the “abstract” modular graph scheme representation, the user works directly with the visual output of each step. The complexity is hidden and the creativity is encouraged.

On the other side of the user spectrum, the high-end computer graphics studios might use the flexible rendering pipeline to reduce the number of applications used in their workflow. Simple compositing and multi-pass rendering can be easily implemented by attaching few modules in the default rendering pipeline. Tasks that require rendering of multiple scenes with current applications might be rearranged as a single scene in the proposed system and effectively processed, reducing time and costs.

Example schemes of rendering pipelines see in Figures 5.

VI. Conclusion

In this paper we presented our idea of a modular graphics system based on visual programming. We introduced the problems of current systems, which have closed fixed pipelines and do not expose the required flexibility to user-interface.

We defined our module-based model for composing rendering pipelines. We discussed the benefits and drawback of the proposed system. Finally we have listed fields of interesting applications.

The main benefits of our work are the new connection types (queries and templates) that are more abstract than the usually used dataflow and event links. Secondly, we promoted rendering to a first-class entity of the scene. This results into a new perspective on workflow and effective rendering of scenes that required multi-pass approach.

VII. Future Work

Our future work will lead to the functional prototype of the suggested modular system. We will implement a basic library of modules and compose diverse rendering pipelines. In the subsequent evaluation process, we will prove our assumptions, benchmark the system and collect feedback by the users, both programmers and artist.

Part of our work will focus on an extension of the module library by a black-box BRDF representation with various models and subsequent specialized rendering. We miss such tool in the field of visual appearance.

We encourage further research of modular architectures, particularly the aspects of creativity, graphical user interfaces and performance improvements.
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